COMFORT AND EFFICIENCY PERFECTED

Start with proven Citation® aircraft systems. Add intelligent innovation, class-leading performance, a spacious cabin and standard equipment that steps above midsize expectations. All of this at a price for performance other jets cannot match. Feel it as soon as you step into the wide, stand-up cabin — the Cessna® Citation Latitude® aircraft is a different kind of business jet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Total Trip Cost*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles to New York City</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$8,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London to Berlin</td>
<td>1 hr 15 min</td>
<td>$4,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong to Beijing</td>
<td>2 hrs 45 min</td>
<td>$2,420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data based on NBAA/PI (2018) reserves; four passengers, HSC, ISA en route, 85 percent winds.

Four-passenger Range: 2,700 nm
Maximum Cruise Speed: 446 ktas
Maximum Passengers: 9
Direct Operating Cost: $4.42/nm
TOUCH-SCREEN AVIONICS
Novel technologies provide a touch-friendly interface for pilots, streamlining the pilot experience.

SPACIOUS CABIN
Large windows and 30 inches of legroom allow for a more comfortable flight experience.

LARGEST FLAT FLOOR
The Latitude’s flat floor provides a spacious and comfortable environment for passengers.

FUEL-EFFICIENT ENGINES
Pratt & Whitney engines deliver low-cost maintenance, high reliability, and fuel efficiency.

SUPERIOR CABIN ALTITUDE
The Latitude’s cabin height is exceptionally spacious, providing more comfort to passengers.

LARGE LAVATORY
The Latitude’s lavatory is the largest in its class, providing ample space for passengers.

POWERFUL ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Triple-redundant power generation is the foundation for the Latitude’s robust electrical system.

ELECTRIC DOOR
Enter and exit the Latitude through an electrically operated large airstair door.

CLEAN-WING DESIGN
TheLatitude’s clean-wing design gets you off the ground fast with a 3,580-foot takeoff field length.

CLASS-LEADING BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT
The external baggage compartment features a class-leading threshold, integrated steps, and a capacity of up to 1,000 pounds and 100 cubic feet.

UNPARALLELED PERFORMANCE

CITATION LATITUDE SPECIFICATIONS

INTERIOR
Cabin Height: 72 in 1.83 m
Cabin Width: 77 in 1.96 m
Cabin Length: 21 ft 9 in 6.63 m
Baggage Capacity: 1,245 lb 564.7 kg
Max Ln: 127 cu ft 3.60 cu m

WEIGHTS
Max Takeoff Weight: 30,800 lb 13,971 kg
Basic Operating Weight: 18,656 lb 8,462 kg
Liftoff Weight: 12,394 lb 5,622 kg

MAXIMUM PASSENGERS

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer: Pratt & Whitney Canada
Model: (2) PW306D1
Thrust: 6,487 lb 26.28 kN

PERFORMANCE
Max Takeoff Weight: 3,049 ft 929 m
Range (8 passengers): 2,760 nm 5,000 km
Max Cruise Speed: 446 kts 826 km/h

Performance data is based on standard conditions with zero wind. Fluid performance varies based on load, fuel burn, and terrain. Design is based on four passengers in an ABC and IFR VFR reserves.
MAKE YOUR FLIGHT PRODUCTIVE AND ARRIVE RESTED

Enjoy a wide, stand-up, flat-floor interior and experience a comfortable cabin altitude of 5,950 feet while cruising at 45,000 feet. The Citation Latitude merges beauty, comfort, range and power to create pleasurable, productive business travel that transcends the midsize category.
EXPERIENCE A NEW WAY TO TRAVEL

Cabin height 6 ft (1.83 m) • Cabin width 6 ft 5 in (1.96 m)

Berthable seats

Fully articulating seats allow for a customizable club configuration

Ten large windows optimally located for viewing throughout cabin

Larger refreshment center optional

Spacious and customizable lavatory

Class-leading high-capacity baggage compartment

30 in (76.2 cm)

CUSTOMIZE YOUR CABIN EXPERIENCE

Stay connected and be productive with the state-of-the-art cabin management system and internet. Wireless cabin management comes standard and allows access to digital media, individual interactive moving maps and satellite radio, giving passengers complete control from their personal mobile devices.
Pilots will enjoy easy access to the Citation line’s largest cockpit. Their window to the world is the Garmin G5000 avionics with four full-color touch-screen displays and primary flight displays (PFD) featuring the Garmin SVT™ synthetic vision system. The Citation Latitude flight deck features fully integrated autothrottles and the Cessna LinxUs on-board diagnostic system, setting a new standard in efficient operation. Pilots type-rated for the Citation Sovereign® aircraft are already type-rated for the Citation Latitude.

SMART, INTUITIVE AND COMFORTABLE

Garmin G5000: THE HEART OF A REVOLUTIONARY SYSTEM

- Fully integrated autothrottles
- Garmin Synthetic Vision Technology
- Touch-screen control panels
- Real-time maintenance reporting with LinxUs Air
- Transponders with ADS-B Out capability
- Flight data recorder (ICAO Type IA)
PROFLIGHT OFFERS MORE

• The most true-to-life simulators in the industry with record, playback, demo and live ATC capabilities that make learning easy and enjoyable.
• Fifty percent more training time in Level-D, full-flight simulators and FTDs.
• One-on-one guidance from active, high-time pilot instructors with recent operational experience.
• FAA-approved online courses.
• Freedom to attend ground school from home and spend fewer days training on-site.

CONVENIENT, YEAR-ROUND CURRENCY

Study on your own time, at your own pace. With TRU’s Current 365™ program, you can maintain currency throughout the year, get courseware delivered right to your email, and train when and where you want.

Be the best pilot you can be. Get started at TRUSimulation.com.

SERVICE ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

With you as our focus, we are fully committed to servicing your Citation Latitude. You can count on Textron Aviation to be by your side with superior parts availability, competitive pricing and a robust distribution system. The support you receive is always factory-direct and there for you 24 hours a day.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR SERVICE NETWORK

• Textron Aviation has the farthest-reaching network of company-owned service centers.
• Multiple rapid-response aircraft and more than 60 mobile service units ensure support wherever you need it.
• Our parts inventory is 18 million strong, covering your aircraft from nose to tail.
• We ship 99.6 percent of parts the same day you order them.
We advance the market by leveraging the latest technology in our Beechcraft®, Cessna® and Hawker® aircraft. These cornerstone brands account for more than half of all general aviation aircraft flying today. In 90 years, we have delivered a total of more than 250,000 products, exceeding 100 million flight hours in over 143 countries. The past five years alone have seen 10 new Textron Aviation aircraft certified and delivered. We continue to lead the market with the widest-ranging offerings available to customers.

Our portfolio features Citation aircraft, the world’s best-selling business jets; King Air® and Caravan® aircraft, both class-leading turboprops; and advanced piston aircraft for efficient training and transport.

THE WORLD’S LEADER IN AVIATION